
APPENDIX G THE APPLIC~/~ION OF ~OT ENERGY ANALYSIS 
TO SYNTHETIC FUELS 

A. ~ NET ENERGY ISSUE 

Net energy analysis is a label for %~rious methodo!ogies whose 
objective is to measure the energy inputs and energy outputs of a techno- 
logical process in an attempt to detexmJ_ne the net energy impact of that 
technological process. O~her labels which have been used in this country 
and in Europe are "energy accounting," "enerc/y balance analysis," "energy 
analysis, .... gross energy requir~rents," and--derisively by ~ critics-- 
the "Btu theory of value." 

~_ne discussion here will only deal with net ener~j an~!ysis as it 
relates to energy supply technologies, although it can also be applied to 
energy conservation tec~miqles. As regards energy supply, the net energy 
issue arises from the reality that "energy must be ~xpended in order to 
get energy." If the energy expended were more than the energy output, 
then the process could be viewed as a "net energy sink." So the first 
concern of net energy analysts is to determine whether a given energy 
supply process has a "positive energy balance." Going beyond that kind of 
first order check on the energy efficiency of a process, net energy anal.vsts 
believe that net energy calculations can be used as an index to compare 
tecbmical design variants of a given technology, or to make comparisons 
across different energy supply technologies. This involves the use of net 
energy calculations as a policy criterion. The controversy over net energy 
analysis is over w~ether it is just useful as one index for relatively 
narrow4 engineering and scientific comparisons, or whether it can be used 
as a heavily-%~ighted criterion in broader ~isons of energy supply 
options. 

At the federal level, several Senators and Representatives have expressed 
concern that given energy ~-upply" modes could use up more energy than they 
produce. The Federal Nonnuclear Energy Research and Develoim~nt Act of 1974 
includes five governing principles (Sedtion 5a) for the design and execution 
of ERDA pr~, including the foliowing'{-."The potential for production of 
net energy by hhe proposed technology at the s~age of commercial application 
~hall be .9/~]lyzed and considered in evaluat~_ng ~o2osals." Although net 
energy analys~is is being taken seriously within go-~c:rnment as one useful 
index among m~ny for evaluating tec~x~logy ~ariants, ~ is considerable 
controversy over whether it sho.~id be heavily relied upon to make policy 
ccr~parisons across energy_ s~pply technologies. 
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As will be discussed later in this Appendix, net energy analysis 
is in its met/x~ological infancy, with many existing disagreements over 
inclusion or exclusion of particular Btu inputs and outputs in the 
calculations. Perhaps for this reason, net energy analysts have not 
yet att~wted conprehensive comparisons of energy supply technologies, 
im/t have focused their attention on three energy supply modes where they 
think there may be a net energy probl~n: (I) fission nuclear power, 
(2) shale oil recoveryt and (3) offshore oil drilling. Since this 
Appendix deals only with s!,'r~t_ic fuels, the net energy aspects of 
shale oil recovery will be the focus. The methodological issues of net 
energy analysis w/ll be illustrated by using Btu inputs and outlmlts for 
oil shale recovery. Although synthetic fuel technologies other than shale 
oil recc~_ry ~ve not been seriously challenged on a net energy basis, 

prelim/na~l net energy calculations will be presented for them. 
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B. APFLI(~r!0N OF NET ~ ANALYSIS TO OIL SHALE RECOVERY 

The applicability of net energy co~_-epts to oil shale develorment 
became a public issue when the following paragraph appeared in a June 8, 
1974 Business Week article er.titled "The New ~th for Figuring Energy 
Costs": 

Recently, Texaco, Inc., decided to forego bidding on oil 
shale leases in Colorado. "The figures just didn't -~rk 
out," explains one executive. "it was hard not to make a 
bid, but we couldn't justify it." Texaco figures that 
shale oil will not pay off. After developLng the necessary 
t~hnology, buying massive new madninery, moving tons of 
earth, recl ~a/ming acres of land, and processing t_he shale 
oil for market, the Bt~s produced would barely m~e up for 
the Btus co~. Though the company did .not phrase it 
q~ite that w~y, Texaco's conclusion is that shale oil 
recovery is An energy sta~off. 

This paragraph became quoted in many other press ar~Lcles and oil shale 
gained a reputation as a "net energy loser" in many people's minds. The 
following Texaco denial appeared in the June 22, 1974 issue of Business Week: 

The reference to Texaco in "The new math for figuring energy. 
costs" (Ener% T, Ju~e 8) could be misleading. Texaco's 
evaluation of last winter's shale leases took a large 
variety of factors into consideration, and the decision 
reached should not be interpreted as an opinion that "shale 
oil will not pay off." Our conclusion s~ioly was that for 
that ~n_rticullar ]~e sale, in o~r particid~qr c~tance, 
for a wide-ranging variety of reasons, a bid was not 
indicated. 

Texaco remains interested in s~le, owns sizable amounts 
of shale land in the Weste_-n U.S., and is participating 
in the Paxelno Development Corp. 's oil shale d~ronstration 
project. 

James F. Calvert 

Texaco, /_nc. 
New York, N. Y. 

The denial did not receive the same press attention as the init/al 
Business Week article, and so substantial public confusion has rema/med. 
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FiK. G-2 ARCO's hypothetical I0 5 bbl/sd shale-oil plant 
with a "total consurnpt-lon boundary", showing 
energy flows in 10 9 Btu/sd; reproduced from 
a report by C. E. Clark, Jr., and D. C. Varisco 
of ARCO. 
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At the time of the BusLness Week article, there had r~t been any 
sy~tic studies of the net energy contribution of shale oil recovery. 
In order to try to resolve sane of the controversy, the National Science 
Foundanion and r_he University of California at San Diego (UCSD) sponsored 
a Workshop on "Net ~ergy in Shale Oil Recovery" at La Jolla, California. 
The report of that workshop has been prepared by Professor Sol. S. Penner, 
Director of the UCSD Energy Center. 

One approach taken was to utilize Btn/ input and outpun nt~k~_rs 
developed by industry for one type of shale oil recovery (room and pillar 
mining and surface prc~ess~) in order to illustrate alternative net 
energy concepts. What follows is a description of three different net 
energy ratios: 

Depending on the application involved, there are at least three 
different classes ef definitions for "net energy ratios" or, 
more simply, "net energy" that may profitably be used. ~arther- 
more, the detailed numbers entering into the definitions have 
such latitude that the resulting range of values for the net 
energy may lie anywhere between zero and infinity. We shall 
nc~-define three net energy ratios, n~nely, the net energies 
R I, R 2, and R 3, and shall then ~ t  briefly on the context 
in which the numerical values may be advantageously employed 
as a guide in oil-shale development. 

C. E. Clark, Jr., and D. C. Varisco of ANCO have examined a 
commercial prototype plant producing 105 bbl/sd of refined 
shale oil. The energy flows for tb_is plant (in 109 Btu/sd) 
are shown in Figures G-I and G-2 with "external cons~on" 
and "total consun~tion boundaries", respectively. 

i. Definitions of R 1 

The flow chart with the external consumption boundary (see 
Figure G-I ) is supposed to ind/cate a process absorbing only 
energies from external sources and not from the.~ shale-oil 
recovery process itself. For this shale-oil recT~ery scheme, 
it is convenient to define the net enei~y 

total en~ out (as oil, ooke, other fuel) 
= external energy in (as fossil fuel energy 

required to produce electrical energy and 
as fossil fuel directly) 
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The ratio R 1 is evidently a useful parameter when the norm~ 
resource value prior +Jo energy recovery is considered to be 
zero. In this case, the only operative consideration is the 
extent to which resource processing provides ~ncreased ener~.~ 
"externally". In order to reduce-energies to substantially 
equivalent form, it is customary to ccnvert the reqaired 
electrical energy_ into eqai~Llent fuel (thermal) energy by 
divid~.ng the electrical energy by about 0.33, which represents 
the approximate value of the fraction of fossil-fuel energy 
that is converted to electricity in a conventional genera -t/ng 
station. It should be noted that, in the defir~._ion given 
for R I, internal energy consumption (as represented by the 
fuel energy flc~ of 148 x l09 Btu/sd) is not ~x~0!icitll< con- 
sidered in the defining relation although the ..magnitude of 
this flow clearly affects the net outflow of energy. We note 
that R 1 can, in principle, be made arbitrarily large by using~ 
product fuel energy within the process ~nclosure to produce 
all of the electrical- and fuel-energy requirements. Needless 
to say, this scheme (which yields RI -~ ~ ) is not generally 
economically advantageo[~s. The extent to which energy require- 
ments are profitably generated internally is both site-specific 
and company-specific. Thus, there is a set of values R 1 ~abject 
to suc~h constraints as location of the site, availability of 
electrical energy at ad%~ntageous prices, preferred distribution 
systems for the operating c .c~pan'_¢, etc. These factors will 
determine the preferzed value (on economic grounds) of the net 
energy ratio RI i 4 for the ith ind'ushrial concern encaged in 
shale-oil recov~ °Jat the jth site. Thus, for the ith company, 
the development of its jth site will be heavily influenced by 
the applicable -~iue of R], i, 5 and, in a free market, the 
larger RI ~ ~ is, the io%~i- ~nd more competitive ~II the final 
product ~st'~e for the ith concern operating at its jt~n site. 
Society at large will generally support this methodology for 
determin/ng site-develo_u~ent strat_=~y provided the decision 
has been made that the particular pregram for rescurce recovery 
is in the public interest. 

ii. Definitions of R 2 

The definition of R 2 follows fran the diagram with total consump- 
tion boundary sho%:.~ in Figtlre G-2 , viz. 

total em.ergy out (as oil, coke, other fuel) 
-~ external energy in + fuel-energy derived 

from shale oii used in processing 
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'~ne preceding definition is again cc~pany- and s~-~ific and 
%hus represents a set of values R 2 i, ~ for the optimized recovery 
d.~elopment performed at its jth s{teJby r_he ith ~-~mloany. 

If we regard the total available resource as a national asset and 
introduce the hypothesis that partial recovery of the resource 
is permissible on the grounds that future technological develop- 
ments will ultimately allow camplete resource recovery, then the 

value of R2, i,j attains a special significance in absolute 
terms in the sense tha£ resource development is in the public 
interest for the largest possible value of R2,i, j . 

iii. DefLnir/ons of R 3 

We may argue that the national interest requires ccr~lete reso~ce 
development at every site and that any fuel not immediately{ 
recovered by an optimized process is effectively lost because 
secondary_ shale-oil recovery will be so costly that t_he unrecovered 
energy is effectively lost to society. The definition cf R 3 is then 

% 
total energy out (as oil, coke, other fuel) 

= external energy in + internal energy used 
as processing fuel + internal energy .not 
recovered by the primary recovery process 

The ratios R 3 are again company- and site-specific. They Kill almo~ ~ _ 
always be less than unity (e.g., because of retorting losses in 
situ processing or because of mining loses in recto-and-pillar under- 
ground mining). 

Using the Btu values shown in Figures G-I and G-2 one obtains a value of 
8.8 for R 1 i,~ and a value of 2.6 for R 2 i ~" The use of R3,i, j is ruled out 
the basis ~ the shale which remains ~t~ mining can be recovered someday 
with secondary recovery techniques, and therefore that shale should not be 
considered "lost." (The value of R3,i, j if it had been calculated with 
the above numbers, ~uld be 0.75. ) 

It is evident +_hat the issue of -whether this oil shale technology is 
a "net energy sink" depends on whether R 3 4 ~ makes sense. There is a s~me- 
what dif.ferent justification t~n the one'o~ered by Penner for not counting 
the unmined shale as an ene_~gy resource cost. In order for energy resources 
to be costly in energy, they must .have some valuable alternative energy use 
which is being sacrificed. Does the oil shale which r~nains after room and 
pillar mining have a valuable alternative energy use? Only if there is same 
better mining technique available. So, even taking Btu analysis on its own 
terms, it is difficult to see how the remaining shale c~n be viewed as a Btu 
energy cost. 
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Based on the Btu input and output n~hers frc~ ARCO, the above oil 
sha/e recovery technology could not be oonsidered even close to being a 
"net energy sink." That oonc!usion dces not preclude the use of net 
energy analysis for making other ccmloarisons, such as b e ~  alternative 
shale oil recovery technologies. 
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C. OTHER MEI~ODOLOGICAL ISSUES 

Net energy analysis is in the newborn infant stage of methodological 
development. It is premature to reach defip_ite conclusions as to (i) 
whether it will ever r~ch higher levels of methodological refine~_nt or, 
(2) how broad its application will be to energy policy decisionmaking. It 
is appropriate, however, to examine some of the methodclogical issues of 
net energy analysis in relation to the most frequently employed competing 
methodology, benefit-cost analysis. 

To the extent tP~t b~_nefit-oost analysis slavishly uses prevailing 
prices, then it can reach erroneous conclusions which may not be reached 
using net energy analysis. The most often-cited example is price-regulated 
natural gas. If the regulated price is used, then a benefit-co~c analysis 
might conclude that it J s "ecormmic" to pump a givem n~er of Btu's into 
an oil deposit in order to recover some lesser amount of Btu's of oil. Net 
energy analysis wQuld obviotsly conclude that such a use of natural gas 
involves a net energy loss. A proper benefit-cos~ analysis _performed tc 
max/mize national efficiency rather than an individual corporation's profits 
w~Id also r ~  against such use of natnral gas. In the calollaticns 
for a national benefit-cost analysis a higher "shadow price" of natural gas 
would have to be used which reflected the societal vaJae of the gas rather 
than its prevailaing price. Interes~ingly, one of the approaches for estimat- 
ing the correct shadow price for a %/xxLsand ~ic feet of natural gas is to 
measure the sale prices of equivalent amounts of Btu's of other fuels which 
compete directly with natural gas in terms cf energy use and location. 
Thus, Btu calculations can be a very useful cumplement to benefit-cost analysis 
when sale prices have to be corrected for regulatory distortions. 

A basic difference between benefit-cost analysis and net energy analysis 
is that dollars are used as the common unit of measure, or "nureraire," in 
one case and Btu's are used in another It is clear to most people, including 
most energy analysts, that all Btu's are not of ecfa/valent value in an energy 
system. If they were, no petroleum w~id ever be converted to electricity, 
since about two-thirds of the petroleum Btuls are lost in the process. 
Another example of Btu inequality is a technology which is economically 
valuable even though it is a net energy sink--the pumped storage of water 
for later generation of hydroelectric power during peak electricity-consumption 
periods. The Btu's of peak electricity are obviously wDrt_h a lot more because 
of their time-specific value than the Btu's used to pu~p the water into 
storage. One approach is to weight Btu outputs by "quality indexes" in order 
for net energy analysis to be credible. The metP~dology which wDn]d be used 
for such weighting is Ln the very early stages of conceptual development. 
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Benefit-cost analysis and net energy analysis are even further apart 
on the valuation of energy xesourc¢ inputs. Benefit-cost analysis relies 
upon economic valuations of the "relative scarcities" of energy resources. 
These economic valuations are, in turn, derived fx~ "pres=_nt capitalized 
value" calculations which relate the present value of a resource in the 
ground to its ~-xeam of expected future use. Discount rates are used by 
both the private sector and the public sector in these kinds of calcula- 
tions. ~hi/~ _ there may h~ much debate over what numerical discount rate 
should be used by the private sector or the public sector in a given instance, 
there is agreement that a dollar of real resource cost today should be valued 
higher t/~an a dollar of real resource cost sometime in the future. Time 
preference for resources is the core of resource economics, as practiced by 
either the public or private sector, l/ 

As practiced so far, net energy analysis has not applied discount rates 
to Btu's. It is too early to say that they will not be used or that a 
conceptual fr~rk can't be developed to specify what kind of discount 
rate ~uld apply. That is a challenge for net energy analysts. All that is 
intended here is to point up the importance of the issue for resource 
valuations. Take, for example, the ursd~ed shale which was so ~portant in 
the discussion of R3,i, j in the previous section. ~e net energy analyst has 
the stark options of either including or excluding those Btu's entirely. The 
benefit-cost analyst, on the other hand, can consider the value of that shale 
for future_ recovery but value it close to zero because the applicaticm of the 
discount raze makes long-run recovery by new mining technology a low value 
activity in present value dollars. The capital theory implications of net 
energy analysis have to be dealt with before it can achieve wide application 
to policy ~nalysis. 

Another methodolcgical issue of net energy analysis is h~ to measure 
all the "indirect" Btu's embodied in the material and equipment inI~.cs to an 
energy supply system. This problem does not arise in benefit-cost analysis 
since market prices are reasonably good measures of both direct and indirect 
inputs. Various methods can be employed, including input-output analysis, 
various engineering rules-of-thumb, and various dollar/Btu conversion ratios. 
One of the problems involved in these calculations is what fuel mix to 
assume was used in the produc~cion of a physical input. If X cubic yards of 
concrete are listed as an ini>at, is one to assune the concrete was manufactured 
using heat fr~n oil, natural gas, or coal? EVen where the amounts of Btu's 
invDlved is not crucial to the analysis, the messiness of these kinds of 
calculations can be frustrating to the analyst. 

I_/ See Orris C. Herfindahl and Allen V. Kneese, Economic Theory of Natural 
Resources CCharles E. Merrill Pub. Co.: Col~a "~, Ohio, 1974); and 
Harold J. Barnett and Chandler Y~rse, Scarcity ~ Growth: The Economics cf 
_Natura! Resource Availability (Johns Hopkins Press: Bal ~t/more, F~. 1963). 
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Still another issue is whether net energ I am~lysis is su~_rior to 
benefit-cost analyses in ~ of accurately measur/ng and incorpoz-ating 
into the analysis various kinds of en~tal impacts. This question 
can't easily be dealt with by a priori reasoning, so clarification of the 

• P " " J-t issue rm/sz a~a/t nucn rurcner research on eo0system impacts. ~v~r, -" 
should be noted that the Synthetic Fuels Ommw=rcialization Cost-Benefit 
Analyses has attempted to incorporate not only cmciror~e~tal costs of 
compliance but~ also externalities and s o c i ~ c  impacts into the 
analysis. Tnis is a step forward and should assist in an informed policy 
decision with public debate then focused on the envirorm~ntal concerns and 
their costs. 
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D. PREIEMINARY CII~AR!SON OF SYNTHETIC FUEL 
SUPPLY SYSTEMS USING NET ~ CAILXJIATIONS 
AND ~ EFFICIENCY CALCULATIONS 

The resource and processinq energies of various synthetic fuel processes 
and resulting net energy ratios and process effici~ncies are shown in Tables 
G-1 and G-2. All values are given in ~nits of 1012 Btu per year; those for 
resources ~nd products ware calculated directly fram process flow data, but 
%~lues for capital goods and operations were indirectly dete/mfaned. Using 
oublished construction cost data for the various mining and processing 
fmcilities~ I/, a capital goods-to-energy conversion factor of 50,000 Btq/ per 
dollar was applied to produce equivalent energy inputs.2/ Using operation 
and mainte-gnce data for the sama nominal facilities3/, costs of non-fuel 
materials mud man~_r were similarly converted to Btu values at 50,000 
Btu/dollar. However, fuel and electricity consumed in operations were counted 
at their effective heat values (10,000 Btu/Kwh for electricity). 

For each alternative fuel, process steps including resource extraction, 
feedstock preparation and conversion to final product were evaluate5 and 
combined to give an overall 'fossil resource to final pzoduct' process. All 
processes w~re scaled to equivalent final output levels in order to facilitate 
direct ~mpazison of individ'~al data. 

For Net Energy Analysis, only the 'external conmamption' net energy 
ratio (R l) could he calculated frcm the facility data used since no estimates 
of internally manufuctured fuels consumed in the %--=rious processes were 
available. New data on syn~.hetic fuel recycle in these processes would all~ 
the calculation of R 2. The values of R 1 shown in the table are also ~ t  
increased by =he absence of product delivery energies in the demoninator. The 
~-~lues of R 1 shown thus represent the ~ consumption net energy_ ratios 
for prcducts at the plant outlet. 

Y 

Paths to Self-Sufficiency; Directions add Constraints" Fir~l Report, Phase i, 
August 1974; Bechtel Corporation, San Francisco, California. Report on 
Contract NSF-C-867 

The 50,000 Btu/dollar eonversion was developed as a weighted average of 
energy oonversion factors used in the Oregon Governor's Office's "Energy 
Study" - Interim Report, July 1974. 

"Manpawer, Materials, Equipment and Utilities Required to Operate and 
Maintain Energy Facilities", March 1975 report of Stanford Research 
Institute to Bechtel Corpoz-~+_ion in support of Contract NSF-C-867; 
Menlo Park, California 
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Table G-1 

RESOURCE ~ PROCESSING ENERGIES OF SYNFUELS PROCESSES 
(In 1012 Btu/Year) 

IIiKh-IITU i 
Castficatlon 

WoeUern Coal - Surface tlined 
Eastern  

Sha le  Oi l  
Sitr face  
t n - S t t u  R e t o r t i n g  ( * r u b b i e l ~ e f l  

Hethanol  P[oduction 
WesLern Coal - Sl i r fnce  
E a s t e r n  Coal - Deep (tongwali) 

Syncr le lo P roduc t i on  
Western Coal - Sur rnce 
E~atern Coal - Deep (LonRua l t )  

Solven t  Ref ined  Coal 
Wo~Lern ~oal - ~ u r f a c e  
Eastere  Eo;d - Deep ( l o n g u a I | }  

I .au-f110 
Gasification 

~e~tern Coal - S0rfnce 
Eastern  Coal - Deep (ion~wall) 

Waste/Con] U t i l i t y  Foel [ 
Wentero Co~lL - S u r f a c e  I 
IMsEer .  Coal - Deep ( I o n g v n L l )  

Waste (paper  removed) I 

I 

t 
}:qutvolonL U a r r e l s  Per Oa 
or..6~L.06 ttTO/nbl. 

50,000 

Coal - Deep Hined - room & p i l l a r  

Recovery  (l°nguall) 50,000 
RoLor t t n8  - room & p i l l a r  ( [ o n ~ u n l l )  

50,000 

50,000 

25,000 

25,000 

25,000 

RoGonrco Bass 
Reduct ion 

204 
360(270)  

215(166) 
310 

196 
3~7(260) 

L l9  
316(2J6) 

98 
L74(130) 

93 
L66(122) 

R (: 

Xvnource lntermed|atc 
Extracted Feed SLack 

L98 IAO 
216 IAO 

133 
' 215  

190 173 
208 113 

176 L58 
LA9 lSa 

96 R7 
IO~ A1 

90 82 
9H 82 

57 5 h9.6 I 
100(75)  60 49.~ J 

2.000 T/ I )  0 6 ,000 I I T U / O L b ~  5 . 6 |  

I I 

D 
r r D n a r )  
I ' r od .cL  

I IO 
l i d  

ILO 
LiO 

llO 
llO 

lid 
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55 
55 

55 
55 

55 
55 

E F' -- 
Other  I nterePd J,ll:e 
Pfodnct~ Frocess Etlerp, y 

0 

0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

II 
II 

0 
0 

0 
0 

Her a I :* 

G TotlI 

I ' ro reus  l { l l l3rgyl l .x t~ l l l i l l .  

• )9 2,2 
I . I  2.rJ 

1,2 
6 .9  

,~0 2./, 
I , I  2,7 

. 77  "~.2 
] , I  x , f ,  

. 5 |  3.8 

. 7 |  3.5 

.50 2.8 

.67 3. I 

.]it  

.4H 

. 7 6  

3.0 
1,5 

7.2 
6 .9  

1.2 

lO.O 
9.1 

t , .3 

J . l  
3.7 

I I . I  
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N~L Energy Kat lo R 1 

High BTu Gas~flcation (D+E .- 

Western Coal I07.0 
Eastern Coal (Iongwall) 106.5 

Shale OJl Recovery 

Surface Retorting (longwall) I02.8 
In-Situ Retorting 103.1 

~lethanol Production 

Western Coal 106.8 
Eastern Coal (longwall) 106.3 

Syncrude Production 

Western Coal 100.0 
Eastern Coal (longwall) 100.3 

Solvent Refined Coal 

Western Coal 61.7 
Eastern Coal (longwall) 61.8 

iow-BTu Gasification 

Western Coal 51.7 
Eastern Coal (longwall) 51.3 

Waste/Coal Utility Fuel 

Western Coal 53.9 
Eastern Coal (longwall) 53,8 

qnble G-2 

& Process Efflciencles of  8yl i fuels  Processes 

I. J. K. 
Ne~ Pr~ductlon Perfect Recovery Actual 

.-H) Efficiency(Z) Process Efficiency (%) 

54 52 
49 30(39) 

77 48(62) 
48 33 

56 55 
91 31(41) 

57 56 
53 32(42) 

64 63 
59 36(48) 

57 56 
52 31(4l)  

S* 9 , 95 
90 54(7Z) 

Net Energy Ratio 
(External Consumpt~bn) 

36,7 
31.4 

/ 
15.3 
15.9 

34.4 
29.7 

11.0 
11.3 

15.3 
15.7 

16.7 
14.9 

50.0 
45,8 

* [ Waste resouree value assumed zero.] 



The~ v-=lues for shale oil recovery shown in Table G-2 differ fram 
those give~ earlier in this paper, since the external inpu~cs included 
product delivery energies and the data on all external inputs ~zre more 
extensive. ~er, the data inputs and ~logy used here for oil 
shale processes are consistent with those used for the other alternative 
fuels, so that the relative values of R i are directly (xmparable. 

For purposes of conlsarison, various process efficiencies were also 
calculated for each alternative synthetic fuel, and are sh:~n in Table 2. 
These include: the prpcess efficiency from extracted resource to final 
synthetic fuel (j), is equal to the maximum overall efficiency if resource 
extraction were perfect (100% recovery). Present mining techniqaes provide 
only in c~mpletc recovery, t.bus the actual overall process efficiency from 
resource in place to final synthetic fuel (k) is one indication of the 
capabilities of existing technology. Table 3 shows how the various synthetic 
fuels technologies cc~pare with one another when ranked accorcling to: (I) 
t/he net energy ratio ~, and (2) actual energy efficiencies of t/~e prpoesses. 
Since the net energy ratio R 1 does not account for the Btu's in the fossil 
resotu-ce oo~, whereas t~e process efficiencies do, the rankings by the 
t~D indexes are different. Table 3 illustrates the point that there are 
other types of Btu analysis than lust net energy analysis. If one is more 
concerned about the amount of the externelly supplied Btu's used up in 
synthetic fuel processes, then one might consider the net energy ratio R 1 
more useful. On the other hand, if one is more concerned about the problems 
of fossil fuel e~craction, and the amount of heat and other pollutants 
released t: the biosphere during conversion, then process efficiencies might 
be oonsidered a more useful index. 

Finally, the prel~tinary nature of the numbers in Tables G-I, G-2 and G-3 
should be re~phasized. Sinee the capital costs, operating and main~e 
data used to develop the external Btu inmuts are accurate only within 
+ 20%, ar~ the individual process efficiencies are likewise only pest 
estimates, the calculated values of R 1 may err as ~ as + 30%. ~_ile the 
R 1 rankings in Table 3 should be considered tentative, the--ranking based 
upon process efficiencies, is ~ t  more reliable. 
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Table ~3 

Ranking of Synfuels Processes by Net Energy Ratio (R l)  

and Process Efficiency 

Ranking by net 
energy ratio R l 

2 

4 2 

3 

5 

4 3 

41 

High-BTu Gasification 

Shale Oil Recovery 

Methanol Production 

Synerude Production 

Solvent-Refined Coal 

Low-BTu Gasification 

Coal/Waste Ut i l i t y  Fuel 

Ranking by 
process efficiency 

4 l 

4 2 

3 3 * 

31 * 

2 

3 2 

l 

* (virtual t ie) 
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E. CONCLUSION 

Net energy analysis is one among many techniques which can be used 
for evaluating synthetic fuel technologies. The methodology of net 
energy analysis is at an early stage of development, and may undergo 
substantial future changes and refiner~_nts. Using currently available 
methodology and data, all the synthetic fuel technologies under oonsidera- 
tion in t_he Synthetic Fuels Commercialization Program would make a 
significantly positive net contribution to U.S. energy, supply. 
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